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Caretech Services managing director Gregg Boalch and co-founder David Wearne at Elizabeth Quay.  
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An innovative packaging technology that’s set to revolutionise the way medicine is 
distributed has been developed in WA, but the inventor says local startups need more 
government support to keep their ideas in the State. 

Caretech Services co-founder David Wearne invented the technology in Perth about three 
years ago which now has a global reach in the US, India and Singapore. 

While Mr Wearne was dedicated to keeping operations in WA, he said it posed some 
challenges, largely around the protection of intellectual property. 

He said Australia was often disadvantaged because the corporate giants, or “decision 
makers,” were primarily international companies, and added there were a concerning number 
of cases where big business would infringe on IP if they thought a smaller company couldn’t 
afford to defend itself. 
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In order to give WA startups confidence and encourage them to keep their businesses and IP 
in the State, it was crucial for the government to back local companies and deter global 
groups from taking advantage, he said. 

Caretech operates a system that packs medication and tracks each order through the entire 
supply chain to combat incorrect or dangerous doses. 

To accelerate the company’s growth, the company is currently raising an undisclosed amount 
through a Series A funding round. 

“It would be fantastic to be able to get some investment from the resources sector here in 
Western Australia and somehow merge (the industries),” Mr Wearne said. 
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The smart packaging company puts all components a healthcare worker requires to 
administer medication or conduct a procedure — from needles to vials to bandages — into a 
single pack. 

The software then checks whether the medicine is counterfeit or expired, whether it clashes 
with any other treatments the patient is taking, and whether it is exactly what the doctor 
prescribed. 

Almost 250,000 Australians are hospitalised each year due to medication errors which result 
in the death or permanent disability of tens of thousands of people, several studies show. 



Managing director Gregg Boalch said Caretech was given the green light to conduct a pilot 
trial at a WA private hospital, while organisations in Victoria, New South Wales, Germany 
and the UK had expressed interest. 

Mr Wearne said the ability to authenticate and validate medicine, as well as notify health care 
professionals about any dangers would save lives and give time back to doctors and nurses. 

“This idea of bringing med-tech and pharma together using procedural packaging by applying 
technology ... is completely unique to Western Australia,” he said. “(It) was always going to 
happen ... but we got here first.” 

It is not Mr Wearne’s first foray into the medical packaging space. 

Two decades ago he started making packaging solutions for syringes during the HIV AIDS 
epidemic to reduce the risk for intravenous drug users. 

The packs were sold at WA pharmacies under a government-granted licence and included all 
items needed for a single safe injection and disposal. 

 

 


